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Abstract:
There is enough evidence that, nowadays, the sedentary lifestyle is one of the major health problems worldwide, linked to many chronic diseases,
including mental comorbidities, systemic hypertension, metabolic dysregulation, and cancer. Although health societies recommend engagement to
physical activities, there is an overwhelming number of people remaining sedentary, even knowing the health benefits of regular exercises. One of
the main factors that justifies this scenario is the lack of motivation, which is a barrier to people intended to start new habits for health. Considering
this previous information, new alternatives for exercises may help people engage in a healthier lifestyle. Technology has contributed to this with
devices that allow movements based on virtual reality approaches, including the exergames. These are games available even in commercial
devices, as video-games, that allow people to work with different physical components. Furthermore, exergames add cognitive gain through its
dual-task characteristic. Moreover, due to the combination of these benefits, they are feasible to acquire, and easy to use. Exergames are not only a
potential strategy to reduce sedentary lifestyle but also a good method to improve health gains and rehabilitation in different populations and
pathological conditions: older adults, stroke survivors, and Parkinson’s disease. In this review, we aim to demonstrate some conditions that
literature supports the intervention with exergames due to its physical and cognitive benefits. Furthermore, at the end of this review, we also
explore the neurobiological mechanisms behind virtual-reality based exercises.
Keywords: Neurologic diseases, Exergames, Health promotion, Virtual-reality, Cognition, Balance, Motor-function, Neurobiology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A sedentary lifestyle is the fourth major risk factor for
mortality and is related to several chronic diseases [1]. In a
study carried out among Thai workers of an oil company,
sedentary behavior (e.g. sitting) was positively associated with
four pathological conditions, accounting for more than 38
million deaths globally (cardiovascular disease, diabetes
mellitus, chronic respiratory diseases and cancer), as well as
cardiometabolic risk factors, such as hypertension and
hyperlipidemia, which are related to more than 10 million
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annual deaths [2]. It is estimated that one in four white adults
in the United States spends approximately 70% of the time
sitting (while awake), with the remaining 30% spent time on
activities which demand few efforts or no physical exertion [3].
It is recommended that part of the weekly activities should
be dedicated to physical exercise (minimum of 150 minutes/week), which promotes positive metabolic changes, improves cardiovascular capacity, musculoskeletal function, and
mental health, as well as reducing the risk of premature death
[4]. In addition to an important role in promoting health,
physical exercise is a relevant agent in disease management.
Wang et al. [5] found that even exercises with mild to
moderate intensity are beneficial in glucose and lipid control,
in addition to reducing mortality from cardiovascular diseases.
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The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
manages a global health initiative called Exercise is Medicine,
which encourages doctors and other health professionals to
recommend increasing physical activities of daily living and
prescribe physical exercise, when appropriate, due to the benefits promoted by the more active lifestyle [6]. However, even
knowing the preventive and therapeutic potential of exercise, a
large part of the global population remains sedentary (approximately 31%) [7]. Therefore, different strategies, such as the
inclusion of more attractive and motivational activities, should
be managed to encourage people to become more physically
active.
Many people do not feel motivated to engage in healthy
habits, including physical exercise [8]. A meta-analysis showed
that approximately 21% of people do not intend to start
physical activities, while another 36% have this intention, but
present difficulties in changing the sedentary behavior [9].
Therefore, motivation would be an important factor to be
stimulated in the engagement of one in a more physically
active lifestyle. In this context, Exergames, a Virtual RealityBased Exercise (VRE), may be a good alternative to increase
the level of physical activity, since they have a greater component of fun. According to Oh & Yang, exergames are defined
as video games that promote (either via using or requiring)
players' physical movements (exertion) that is generally more
than sedentary and includes strength, balance, and flexibility
activities. The exergames require digital devices, such as
computers or game consoles and their accessories, as balance
boards [10].
For the elderly group, for example, a British study of the
national population reveals that, overall, the subjects have in
general a low level of physical activity. The analysis can be
complex since it is variable between different groups according
to sex, socio-demographic, clinical and behavioral factors, as a
previous sedentary life [11]. Elderly subjects submitted to this
type of intervention showed the greatest involvement with the
activity through eight elements of entertainment (concentration, challenge, skill development, sense of control, better
definition of goals, feedback, immersion, and opportunity for
social interaction) [12]. In addition, there is an increase in
confidence, which may be related to self-efficacy and,
consequently, it is more likely to persist in the activity [12].
Therefore, the use of exergames can be a good alternative for
the reduction of the sedentary lifestyle and, consequently, a
decrease in the risk of developing chronic-degenerative
diseases. In addition, we can see that exergames can be used in
different places (hospitals, residences, long-term care institutions for older adults, and schools) and contexts (such as
different age groups and different objectives). As examples, the
potential sensory feedback provided by the digital interaction,
using the Nintendo Wii Balance Board, was explored to
promote improvements in postural balance in children with
cerebral palsy [13]. There is also the use in motor learning
rehabilitation with impaired motor-function children, exploring
the mirror neuron system which promotes the ability to learn
through imitation [14], and health promotion in adults, being
an alternative in stopping the sedentary lifestyle [15]. In
conditions such as cerebral palsy in children, it was used for
improving balance [16]. In addition, the technologies required
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are relatively easily accessible through commercial devices (eg
Nintendo Wii and X-box Kinect), which allow their acquisition
even in low-income populations and their use even in homeapproach [17, 18]. Moreover, VRE can increase adherence,
sometimes not achieved with traditional exercises, increasing
the probability of obtaining the general health benefits (especially physical and mental status) [13, 18].
In view of the aforementioned context, the aim is to make a
brief review on the use of VRE in different contexts, such as
cognitive and physical rehabilitation of different audiences. In
complement, we intend to explore the possible neurobiological
mechanisms of this intervention in order to facilitate the
understanding of the effects reached by individuals who use
this therapy.
2. VRE AND ITS EFFECTS ON COGNITIVE AND
MOTOR REHABILITATION OF DIFFERENT POPULATIONS
Exergames are dual tasks which stimulate the brain to
generate cognitive and motor responses simultaneously, requiring cortical and subcortical circuitry activation [19]. With the
advances of new games, especially interactive games, it is
possible to improve balance [20], physical function, processing
speed and executive functions [21]. Changes in motor function
[22] may be related to cortical reorganization in patients with
stroke who were treated using such technology [23].
In a study conducted with children with cerebral palsy,
during an individualized training program with VRE, specialists considered that the virtual reality could improve cognitive
function through the increase of levels in attention and concentration [24]. In addition, a pilot study using six weeks of
training in the residence of patients with spastic hemiplegic
Cerebral Palsy (CP) showed improvement of upper limb motor
function and an increase of manual force, while another also
showed improvement in upper-limb function [25, 26].
In the elderly, VRE has shown positive effects on cognitive
functions, both acutely and chronically. Recently, two studies
[27, 28] conducted by our group showed such effects. The first
study showed that a single session of exergames improved
semantic memory and executive function of institutionalized
elderly. In support to this, our second study has evidenced that
12-16 sessions of exergames were effective to increase shortterm memory and mobility of institutionalized older people. In
addition, our results showed maintenance of global cognition
over time for individuals who were submitted to the virtual
reality intervention, while it did not occur for the other subjects. It is possible that such therapy may prevent the risk
factors for dementia. Although still in its beginning, exergame
studies on elderly subjects are growing, providing utilization in
physical and cognitive training, rehabilitation on neurological
and mental diseases and sense of wellness [29].
In a meta-analysis of 17 studies, the potential of exergames
to promote cognitive gains, both in clinical and non-clinical
populations, was shown to be significantly higher compared to
inactive control groups and was still moderately superior to
groups with isolated physical activities, that is, without the use
of exergames. For the evaluation of isolated cognitive
components, exergames were still effective in improving exec-
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utive function, especially in inhibitory control and flexibility,
as well as other functions, such as attentional processing and
visuospatial skills. Although metanalysis showed that most of
the studies were done with elderly patients (mean age = 69
years), it also included a study conducted with adolescents,
demonstrating once again the possibility of using it in different
age groups [30]

cerebral palsy, stroke, and spinal cord injury, the exergames
ability to promote exercise at moderate intensity for these
groups was shown, combining to positive psychological factors
of exercise such as fun, motivation, easy learning, and physical
challenge [38].

VRE has shown positive effects on stroke survivors, such
as improvement of motor function, balance and cognitive
functions [18, 31]. Exercise with moderate to vigorous
intensity is essential for maintaining and improving the health
of these individuals. In this context, Hurkmans et al. showed
that exercises with Wii Sports Tennis and Boxing (virtual
games of the Nintendo Wii console, which simulate sports
movements of tennis and boxing, respectively) can be considered of moderate intensity, since the energy cost eval-uated,
in Metabolic Equivalents (METs), during the exercises was of
3.7 ± 0.6 METs and 4.1 ± 0.7 METs in Tennis and Boxing,
respectively [32]. These findings are consistent with the
recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine
and American Heart Association [33] for maintaining
cardiovascular health and cardiac rehabilitation (moderate
intensity of 3-6 METs). Therefore, the practice of VRE could
be indicated to prevent cerebrovascular diseases and, possibly,
to promote other health benefits of stroke patients [34, 35]

Cerebral Palsy (CP) is the most frequent condition treated
by rehabilitators of the infant neurological area and is the most
common cause of the motor disability in children and
adolescents in the world [39, 40]. In the last 40 years, the
prevalence of CP has increased with 2.08/ 1000 live births
(95% CI 2.02 to 2.14) [41]. In developed countries, the
associated risk factors for CP are premature birth, with underweight infants and the increase of infant survivors with low
weight when born [42]. Frequently, children with CP should
receive physiotherapy treatment that often extends for several
years or a lifetime. The repetition and above all the motivation
of children during the exercises are crucial for cerebral plasticity, to improve the control of the movements and the
maintenance of the posture. In line with this, virtual reality
environments can elicit multisensory interactions that motivate
and engage the patient in longer and more intensive sessions.
The use of VR interface devices like video game consoles (low
cost), positive effects have been reported in the postural control
of children with CP [43, 44]. Exercise protocols with the Nintendo Wii have reduced spasticity in lower limbs and improving standing postural balance aspects that directly contribute
to improve motor control and quality of life in children with
CP [43, 44]. At least three mechanisms could explain such
benefits: (i) repetition, (ii) sensory feedback and (iii) motivation. Each virtual game involved the successive repetition of
exercises in different planes of motion in each session. In
addition, each game repeats the same movement a number of
times. For example, an intervention using VRE therapy caused
neural activation and subsequent reorganization in the cortex of
the affected side in a child with CP [45]. Therefore, repetition
is the basis of neuroplasticity changes in the brain. Sensory
feedback occurs by multisensory environments generated
during exercise-games performance. By using an exercise
protocol with balance board games, trains the postural balance
in a sequence of exercises in three planes of motion: sagittal,
frontal and transverse [43, 44]. The movements during games
make children with CP adopt continuous weight-shifting
strategies for feet, producing a mechanical stimulation to
trigger the proprioceptors at this level. These strategies are
orchestrated by visual feedback which has been postulated to
improve balance in participants, as the video game creates the
perception that they can perform more complex activities
generating kinesthetic movements and consequently,
proprioceptors in the lower limbs, upper limbs and the trunk
are activated [46]. Such information ascends to the central
nervous system (sensorimotor cortex) and descends through
spinal cord performing postural adjustments necessary to the
demands of each individual [47]. The motivation is achieved
through various attractive and interesting exercises introduced
by the consoles such as the Nintendo Wii. The possible
motivation and engagement increase when using exergames
may be related to different parameters, as a good balance in

A systematic review investigated the safety, applicability,
and their effects on Parkinson's Disease (PD) [36]. A commercial device was used for participants in their own home,
without professional supervision; besides, the authors informed
about the risk of imbalance and fall (showing the importance of
health professional follow-up). Regarding applicability, the
selection of games and difficulty levels should be considered,
in order to provide a positive feedback to patients, who might
maintain motivation and adherence to exergame. In addition,
overall patients enjoy performing these activities. Also, according to this review [37], exergames are able to improve
clinical parameters of balance, especially if combined with
traditional training for this particular physical capacity. In
addition, functional clinical parameters of patients with PD
seem to improve, for example, as assessed with Timed Up and
Go test (gait and mobility) and Sit to Stand (muscular
endurance). Thus, the modality may be effective in the symptomatic improvement of the patient with PD [36]. In
complement, an intervention using 7 different Nintendo games
for 12 weeks, with two sessions of exercise per week, being 30
minutes each one, the patients were stimulated to control the
stability using neuromuscular strategies and mechanisms of
anticipatory postural control. The results showed a potential
benefit in balance and fatigue, which are influenced by
multiple factors, such as motor symptoms. Therefore, such
findings show the applicability of exergames as an additional
tool in the treatment of PD [37].
Individuals with different neurological conditions, who
may have different disabilities, through exergames may engage
in physical activities with intensity regulation, facilitated by the
playful and enjoyable character and the break in the transport
barrier, once the consoles are portable. In a review of 10
different studies involving pathologies such as spina bifida,
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Fig. (1). Effects of VRE on muscle and brain circuitry. Tension on muscle stimulates synthesis of trophic factors, which traffics to brain structures
(hippocampus and cortex). Navigational and motor circuitry activation are potentiated by trophic factors, which may trigger neuroplasticity.

intensity and energy expenditure, make possible social interaction and psychological effects, as immersion that could lead
to better enjoyment of the activity [48].
4. POSSIBLE NEUROBIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VRE
Recent advances in neuroscience have known the
relationship between physical exercise and neurobiological
effects which contribute to the treatment of neurodegenerative
and mental diseases. According to the review of Portugal et .al
[49], exercise promotes changes in blood flow, oxygenation
and cerebral metabolism, synthesis, and release of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators, as well as trophic factors.
These are especially related to neuroplastic mech-anisms, such
as neurogenesis, synaptogenesis, and angiogenesis [49]. In
addition, exercise is able to reduce inflammatory cytokines and
increase the synthesis of anti-inflammatory cytokines, which
decrease the risk of chronic degenerative diseases [50].
According to this context, exergames possibly promote
similar effects as those for traditional exercises, since they are
able to generate physical effort [51]. In addition, VRE is a
dual-task, requiring not only physical but cognitive work
simultaneously. During interaction with the virtual environment, the participant needs to evoke working memory,
planning activities, activates inhibitory control, and makes a
decision. Greater intensity of cognitive and sensorial flow may
be associated with functional and structural brain adaptive
modifications, also mediated by trophic factors, as brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), Glial-derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1),
Fibroblast Growth Factor-2 (FGF-2), and Vascular Endothelial
Growth Factor (VEGF), which are related to neuroplasticity
(neuro-genesis, synaptogenesis, and angio-genesis) [46] (Fig.
1).
In summary, according to the physical effort provided by

VRE, increased muscle requirement would elevate the synthesis of peripherally trophic factors and anti-inflammatory
cytokines, which would traffic to the brain and increase neuroplastic potential in the hippocampus, frontal and parietal
cortex, related to many cognitive abilities as executive function
and memory, in addition to a reduction of neuroinflammation
[52]. Moreover, cognitive stimulation promoted by interaction
with the virtual environment would increase the efficiency of
cognitive processing circuitry, especially executive functions,
and could be potentiated by peripheral factors directed to the
brain [52, 53]. Furthermore, we explored in the article some
other hypothesis that could explain the positive effects of
exergames through interaction with the digital environment, as
sensory neurofeedback and activation of the mirror neuronal
system. This first mechanism would work through continuous
adaptation, through weight-shifting from heel to toes,
stimulating proprioceptors from trunk and limbs multiple
times. The information would ascend and descend in the spinal
cord, provoking adaptation in the central nervous system
capable of improving balance, for example [14]. For the mirror
neurons system hypothesis, the interaction with an avatar on
the screen would promote activation of mirror neurons,
believed to be part of motor system fired when moving and
observing movements, relating the observed to the action
made, which could promote motor learning [13]. Therefore, in
addition to the already known effects of physical exercise,
exergames would increase the potential brain adaptation, the
phenomenon known as neuroplasticity, which would result in
improved problem-solving ability, as well as greater
sensorimotor integration.
CONCLUSION
If exercise is considered as “remedy” for its preventive
potential and for the treatment of chronic diseases, it is possible
to infer that an association with virtual reality could potentiate
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its therapeutic effects, especially in certain cases, for example,
in the improvement of the cognitive functions of older adults,
in augmenting balance and motor function of PD and stroke
patients, as well as reducing spasticity in children with cerebral
palsy. Therefore, VRE is also a “remedy.”
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